
The world’s best value cutter in the 52cm 
class. Solidly built for years of service, at 
less than the price of most second hand 
machines! Just look at all these standard  
features: Wide tables with full IR guarding, 
others only offer it for 1000s more. Stainless 
front and side tables make it easier to position 
your paper. Servo controlled backguage, 
10 times more accurate than other ones. 
Fully programmable with 9 programs and 
8 steps with a large backlit LCD display out 
of the working area. The deepest front table 
and 52cm rear table, others only offer you 
45 cm deep rear tables.

dumor digicut 52 

Innovation! Quality! Value!
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Dumor Digicut 52

with optional GS approved type 4 lightbars and lexan guarding 

9 Program - 8 Steps
200 - 2000Kg
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Model    Dumor Digicut 52 with standard lightbars            
 
Cutting width   520 mm   
Cutting length   520 mm    
Min cut length   3.0 cm   
Cutting thickness    6 cm   
Guarding    IR light barriers  
Cut settings                                     Digital display + setting 
programming    9 x 8 steps  
Typical cutting accuracy on push   0.1 mm     
Min recommended cut step       1 mm     
Cut line illumination                         yes     
Free extra cutting stick    yes   
Drive system cutting   heavy duty electric     
Drive system press   heavy duty electric    
Main frame construction                 heavy duty cast machined and annealed 

Dimensions
Table Working height                      920 mm ideal height   
Height                                    1300 mm                     
Width    860 mm       
Depth    1100 mm               
Weight    200 kg   

*when new, dependant on paper quality, springiness and elasticity non contractual document, 
specifications subject to change without notice, errors and omissions excepted, copyright dumor 
2008c 

Dumor Digicut 52 with standard lightbars

Technical specifications

- Fully guarded by light barrier, using safer low voltage electrics at user level
- Digital display and keyboard
- 9 programs with 8 steps each 
- Comes as standard with cabinet base (model 52) at no extra cost
- Precision welded and machined frame for accuracy and durability
- Hardened, tempered and ground blade, comes with easy to change  
  spare cutting stick
- Easy to adjust knife stroke
- Double guided cast steel blade carrier, paper press and main frame 
- knob for fast advance and return of backguage, resettable reference  
  point
- Full fast paper pushout in about 6 sec 
- Left and right side lays 
- Illuminated cutting line, just like on large cutters 
- Electric paper press applies even pressure for a more accurate cut,  
  adjustable in 9 steps to 20000 newton
- Double guided backguage with machined front and fingers 
- Typical  backgauge cutting accuracy and squareness 0.1 mm, that’s as  
  good as many large cutters!
- High quality polished stainless steel front paper bed   
- Easy to change blade, comes with paper knocking up tool
- Very low maintenance requirement 
- Auto diagnostic system
- CE and Rosh certificated
- Option wide side tables 
- High light bars for easier table access
- Keyboard outside of the light bar area means no interference when  
  programming 
- Option: Type 4 lightbar for certain E-markets where required 

Features
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